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that “[s]uch absurd results are the principal reason why the further specificity proposed by

Respondents is needed.” (RIB at 37.) Relying on the testimony of their experts Dr. Jewell and

Dr. Chang-Hasnain, Respondents contend that a person of ordinary skill at the time of the

invention would understand the phrase to mean within 1%. (RIB at 37.) Respondents argue that

this accuracy was needed to achieve the optical properties required. (RIB at 38.) Respondents

cite to a host of extrinsic evidence including journal articles, HP internal documents, inventor

testimony, and testimony from other VCSEL manufacturers.

Staff agrees with Avago that Respondents’ construction is incorrect. Staff notes that

rather than defining this phrase in terms of a numerical limit, the patentees chose to describe the

required thickness in terms of the operation of the VCSEL. (SIB at 28-29.) Staff submits that

nothing in the intrinsic evidence supports limiting “approximately equal to” to within 1% of.

(SIB at 29.) Indeed, Staff notes that Dr. Chang-Hasnain testified that while one of ordinary skill

in the art would generally understand that a good “rule of thumb” would be that a layer should be

within about 1% of its desired thickness, the tolerances of the layer could vary depending on the

particular VCSEL at issue. (SIB at 29.)

The ALJ agrees with Avago and Staff that the tenn “approximately equal to” should be

given its plain and ordinary meaning. The ALJ begins by noting that nothing in the claim

language indicates the intention to impose a numerical limit on the claims. In addition, there is

nothing in the specification even remotely mentioning a 1% limit on “approximately equal to.”

Indeed, the specification’s discussion seems to reject any numerical limits:

The thickness of the current-spreading layer 42 must be selected so as not to
compromise the reflectivity of the DBR minor structure 44. By forming the layer
42 to have a thickness that is an integer multiple of a half wavelength of the light
energy generated at the active layer 52, the current-spreading layer is optically
transparent to the emitted light and will not alter the DBR reflectivity of the
quarter-wave layers of the mirror structure.
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JX-0467 at col. 7, ll. 2-9 (emphasis added). Thus, the specification is clear that the thickness of

the current-spreading layer must pemrit the VCSEL to perform adequately, i.e., it cannot

compromise the reflectivity of the DBR mirror structure and must be optically transparent to the

emitted light. (1d.) The ALJ has reviewed Respondents’ extrinsic evidence and while the ALJ

finds it helpful in understanding the background to the invention, the ALJ finds it unpersuasive

for reading their proposed limitation into the claims.

Respondents seek to turn a disagreement over Dr. Deppe’s testimony into a claim

construction dispute. There is no dispute that a person of ordinary skill would understand this

term in light of the specification. The parties’ dispute is essentially whether Dr. Deppe’s factual

testimony is correct. However, the case law commands that the ALJ focus on the intrinsic

evidence and not to rely on extrinsic evidence to depart from the meaning commanded by the

intrinsic evidence. See Phillips, 415 F.3d at 1319 (“In sum, extrinsic evidence may be useful to

the court, but it is unlikely to result in a reliable interpretation of patent claim scope unless

considered in the context of the intrinsic evidence”). Thus, that dispute is better resolved

through cross-examination, rather than claim construction. Accordingly, the ALJ rejects

Respondents’ efforts to limit “approximately equal to” to a tolerance of 1%.

7. Wherein Said Current Spreading Layer And Layers of Said Top
Mirrors Establish a Consistent Pattern of Alternating Indices of Refraction”
(Claim 19)

Avago Plain meaning, The claims do not require that the current spreading layer be
directly physically comected to the top mirrors.

Respondents A repeating pattern of one or more pairs of adjacent layers with one of the
pairs including a current spreading layer and a mirror layer, wherein one
layer of the pairs has a comparatively high index of refraction and the
adjacent layer has a comparatively low index of refraction
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Staff A repeating pattem of one or more pairs of adjacent layers with one of the
pairs including a current-spreading layer and a mirror layer, wherein one
layer of the pairs has a comparatively high index of refraction and the
adjacent layer has a comparatively low index of refraction.

Avago argues that Respondents’ construction ignores the word “consistent.” (CIB at 31.)

Avago contends that the real dispute appears in Respondents erroneous and unsupported view

(their “a layer is a layer” argument) that all layers, including each mirror layer as well as the

current-spreading layer be limited to a single layer of material. (CIB at 32-34.) Complainants

contend, however, that Respondents’ and Staffs proposed construction is both too broad and too

narrow. (See CIB at 31-33.). In this regard, Complainants assert that for a single pair of layers,

there would not be a “consistent” pattem of altemating indices of refraction among the current

spreading layer and the layers of the mirror. Id.

Respondents and the Staff have proposed that the phrase “wherein said ctnrent-spreading

layer and layers of said top mirror establish a consistent pattern of alternating indices of

refraction” should be construed as “a repeating pattern of one or more pairs of adjacent layers

with one of the pairs including a current spreading layer and a mirror layer, wherein one layer of

the pairs has a comparatively high index of refraction and the adjacent layer has a comparatively

low index of refraction.” (SIB at 32; RIB at 42-43.) In the context of claim 14, the parties have

agreed that the phrase “altemating indices of refraction” refers to “one layer having a

comparatively high index of refraction and the adjacent layer having a comparatively low index

of refraction.” Staff argues that the limitation from claim 19 thus necessarily refers to a pattern

of one or more pairs of adjacent layers with one of the pairs including a current spreading layer

and a mirror layer with alternating indices of refraction. (SIB at 32.)

Staff notes, however, that its proposed construction further requires a “repeating” pattem,

which is to say that the pattern of alternating indices of refraction occurs in a pair comprising the
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current-spreading layer and the top mirror layer and continues in pairs of mirror layers below the

top mirror layer. In other words, by its tenns the limitation requires a current-spreading layer

and mirror layers, not a single mirror layer. By including the word “repeating,” the proposed

construction thus contemplates that a consistent pattem of alternating indices of refraction will

be found in the current-spreading layer and the layers of the top mirror. Accordingly, the Staff

respectfully submits that the Respondents’ and Staff s proposed construction should be adopted.

The ALJ adopts Staff’s construction. The ALJ notes that Respondents attempt to read

their layer construction into this term as well. For the reasons set forth above, the ALJ rejects

that argument. The mirror layers do not need to be “a single material layer” as Respondents

contend. As for Avag0’s efforts to require that there be more than one pair of mirror layers, the

ALJ agrees with Staffs reasoning regarding the “repeating pattern” set forth above, which

appears to address this concern. (SIB at 32.) The ALJ finds that this is consistent with the

specification and the claim language. (IX-0467 at col. 8, 11.23-30.) Avago’s other concerns

regarding possible buffer layers between the current spreading layer and the mirrors are also

addressed by the Staff‘s reasoning and are more factual questions than issues of claim

construction. (CIB at 32.)

Accordingly, the ALJ adopts Staffs construction and reasoning for phrase “wherein said

current-spreading layer and layers of said top mirror establish a consistent pattern of alternating

indices of refraction” and construes the phrase to mean “a repeating pattem of one or more pairs

of adjacent layers with one of the pairs including a current spreading layer and a mirror layer,

wherein one layer of the pairs has a comparatively high index of refraction and the adjacent layer

has a comparatively low index of refraction.”
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8. “Substantially Optically Transparent”

Avago Does not cause a significant adverse effect on the optical performance of the
laser.

Respondents Plain and ordinary meaning to those of ordinary skill in the art; no need to
construe.

Staff Does not cause a significant adverse effect on the optical performance of the
laser.

Avago argues that “substantially optically transparent” means that the current spreading

layer does not cause a significant adverse effect on the optical performance of the laser. (CIB at

34.) Avago notes that specification states that: “The thickness of current spreading layer 42 must

be selected so as to not compromise the reflectivity of the DBR mirror structure 44.” (JX-0467

at col. 7, ll. 2-5.) Thus, “the thickness of the ‘current spreading layer’ must be selected to avoid

significantly affecting the optical performance of the VCSEL.” (CIB at 34.) Avago notes that

the ’595 Patent describes using GaAs (gallium arsenide) in a cturent spreading layer even though

it notes that GaAs “is optically absorbing at the emission wavelength.” (JX-0467 at col. 7, 1.49.)

Avago argues that construction and interpretation that Respondents offer is no more specific than

the definition that Avago and Staff have offered and can have the perverse result that an opaque

layer could meet the construction. (CRB at ll.)

While Respondents’ officially claim that there is no need to construe this tenn, they

explain that the tenn means that the layer “simply needs to be sufficiently optically transparent to

accomplish the goal of the VCSEL that incorporates the layer.” (RIB at 43.) Respondents

further note that the only mention of the tenn “substantially optically transparent” is in the

context of layers with a thickness that is an integer multiple of ‘/2wavelength, and so, the term

“must be construed to cover layers that are an integer multiple of ‘/1wavelength.” (RIB at 43-44.)

The remainder of Respondents’ argument involves disputing Avago’s expert’s application of
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Avago’s construction to the Ackley I prior art reference. (RIB at 44-45.) Respondents contend

that under Avago’s expert’s application of the construction to the Ackely I patent, the

embodiments disclosed in the specification would be inoperable. (RIB at 44.) Respondents also

argue that a ‘/2wavelength layer must be “substantially optically transparent.” (RRB at 17-18.)

Staff submits that Avago’s construction is entirely consistent with the specification of

the ’595 Patent. (SIB at 35.) Staff argues that the interpretations of Respondents’ “plain and

ordinary” meaning by its expert Dr. Chang-Hasnain suffers from the same subjectivity that

Respondents complain about. Thus, Staff submits it should be rejected.

The parties’ dispute regarding this tenn does not appear to be so much a dispute about

claim construction as it does about the parties’ invalidity arguments. In particular, Respondents

take more issue with Avago’s expert’s application of the claim construction than with the actual

claim construction itself. (RIB at 43-45.) This is simply not the proper place for these

arguments. The ALJ finds that Avago’s and Staff‘s construction is consistent with the claim

language and the intrinsic evidence. The requirement that the “current spreading layer” be

“substantially optically transparent” reflects the specification’s explanation that the current

spreading layer is selected “so as not to compromise the reflectivity of the DBR mirror structure

44.” (JX-0467 at col. 7, ll. 2-5.) Avago and Staffs construction is consistent with those

teachings.

While Respondents ostensibly seek a construction of the plain and ordinary meaning,

their expert states that this means that the layer “simply needs to be sufficiently optically

transparent to accomplish the goal of the VCSEL that incorporates the layer.” The ALJ agrees

with Avago and Staff that this construction is not correct. Respondents provide no basis in any

intrinsic evidence for what the “goal of the VCSEL” is or how it would be detennined. The only
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support they offer for this construction is their expert’s testimony. The ALJ finds the arguments

that they raise regarding Dr. Deppe’s application of Avago’s construction goes more to the

weight his validity testimony should be given, not the proper construction of this tenn.

Accordingly, the ALJ adopts Avago’s and Staff‘s construction as the most consistent with the

intrinsic evidence.

9. Agreed Upon Terms

The parties and Staff have agreed on the following constructions.

Claim Term | Agreed Construction
a plurality of quarter A repeating pattern of one or more pairs of adjacent quarter
wavelength thick layers wavelength thick layers with one layer having a comparatively
having alternating indices of high index of refraction and the adjacent layer having a
refraction comparatively low index of refraction.
Wavelength The wavelength of light emitted from the laser divided by the

refractive index of the relevant material.
bottom electrode on a side of Plain meaning. The claims do not require that the bottom
said mirror opposite to said electrode be directly physically comiected to the mirror opposite
optical cavity the optical cavity.

C. The ’456 Patent

1. Level of Skill in the Art

The parties agree that the level of ordinary skill in the art is someone with at least three to

five years of experience designing digital and analog control circuits with a bachelor’s degree, or

equivalent, in electrical engineering. (CX-2085C at Q&A 6; RX-4C at Q&A 15-16; SIB at 12.)

2. Stipulated Constructions

The parties agree to the following claim constructions:

A * Claim Term Ait I 1 i A “ T Stipulated Construction: . W
parameter A value input other than the underlying digital data signal.

(claims 1, 2, 4, 8, 11-13,
15, 20, 21, 23)
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,> Claim Term 5 ; », 1, Stipulated‘Const“ructi0n:"Fax *
parameter for affecting

(claims l, 8,15, 21)

A parameter with the purpose of digitally affecting the feature
of the drive waveform mentioned in the claim.

negative peak[ing]

(claims 21-23)

A transient present in the VCSEL drive waveform during less
than a full bit width of the logical ‘O’part of the current drive
wavefonn. '

(claims l, 8, 15, 21)

negative peak[ing] portion The portion of the negative peak transient part of the drive
waveform that has values below the value the waveform has at
the instant in time immediately before the logical ‘O’to the
logical ‘l ’ transition begins.

negative peaking depth

(claim 12)

The minimum value, relative to the value the waveform has at
the instant in time immediately before the logical ‘O’to the
logical ‘l’ transition begins, of the negative peak[ing] portion.

negative peaking durati

(claims 12, 20)

OH The duration in time of the negative peaking transient in the
drive waveform, beginning at the instant the drive waveform
takes a value less than the value it maintains during a logical
‘1’, continuing through the time when the drive waveform takes
its minimum value, and ending at the moment the drive
wavefonn again takes the value that it will maintain until
the logical ‘0’ to logical ‘1’ transition begins.

digital controller

(claims 8, 15)

Electronic circuitry that uses digital data to control the
properties of the drive waveform.

integrated digital
controller

(claims 4, 15)

A digital controller on the same chip as the laser driver.

(CIB at 73-74; RRB at 35; SIB at 79.)

3. Disputed Construction

7 ~ Claim Term *\ Complainants" and Staffs 5 Respondents’ Proposed.-ProposedlC0nstructi0n ~ » Constructioniw
wherein the drive waveform Plain and ordinary meaning. The drive waveform includes a
includes a negative peak[ing] negative peaking portion for
portion See also construction of every logic 1 to logic 0 transition

(claims 8, 15)
“negative peak[ing] portion”
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The only disputed claim term between the parties for the ’456 Patent is the “wherein the

drive waveform includes a negative peak[ing] portion.” (CIB at 75; RIB at 90; SIB at 80.) Staff

and Avago argue that no construction is necessary and that the claim tenn should be given its

plain and ordinary meaning. (CIB at 75; SIB at 80.)

Respondents argue that the claim term “requires that the negative peak portion exist for

every 1 to 0 transition” based on the prosecution history and the ’456 Patent specification. (RIB

at 90.) Respondents argue that the specification specifically discloses that the negative peak

current transient that creates the negative peak portion is generated for every 1 to 0 transition and

cite to Figure 4 of the specification in support of their argument. (RIB at 91.)

Respondents assert that this is further supported by the prosecution history —both the

original and the reexamination. (RIB at 82-86.) During the original examination, the Examiner

noted that negative peaking was a well-known phenomenon in laser drivers when they transition

from the logical ‘1’ and ‘O’levels:

applicant’s argument pertaining to the negative peak portion,
semiconductor laser devices used in data commtmications use
well-known modulation techniques which provide the laser device
with turn-on (logic 1) and turn-off (logic 0). The process from
logic 1 to logic 0 will create an undershoot known as negative
peaking this characteristic is inherent within the laser devices
involved in switching between on and off of the laser.

(RIB at 82-83 (quoting RX-827 at AV-ITC5000O299)). The Examiner found that a laser driver

that happens to generate a waveform with a negative peak portion is not an invention because the

possibility of a negative peak portion is inherent in any laser communications devices (RIB at

83.) The Examiner rejected the new claims as obvious because “[t]he ac characteristics of the

laser device are caused by the switching of on and off of the laser system, which is known in the
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art as undershoot or negative peaking as disclosed by Heilman et al. in paragraph [00O6]” (RIB

at 83.)

In response, the Applicant acknowledged that the mere presence of a negative peak

portion was not distinguishable from the prior art, but argued that the claims were

distinguishable because the invention requires programmability of the negative peak portion:

Affecting (e.g. programming) aspects of the negative peak portion
of the drive waveform, which is illustrated in FIG. 7, is described
in the specification on page 10: “One feature of the laser driver of
the present invention is the programmability of the ac
characteristics. such as negative peaking depth and duration. of the
VCSEL drive waveform.”

(RIB at 83 (quoting RX-827 at AV-ITC50000316 (emphasis in origina1).) Thus, Respondents

assert that the claims require more than a negative peak portion-- they also require a parameter

for affecting the negative peak portion (RIB at 83.) In an amendment after the examiner’s final

rejection, the Applicant argued that the prior art “fai1s to teach or suggest the use of digitally

programmable parameters for changing the output waveform generated by the laser driver in a

controlled manner as claimed” (RIB at 83-84.) Following several other amendments, the claims

were allowed. (RIB at 84.)

Respondents further argue that during the 2010 Ex Parte Reexamination of the ’456

Patent, Avago argued that the ’456 Patent claims required a negative peaking portion for every 1

to O transition in response to the examiner’s rejection of claims 1 and 20 under 35 U.S.C.

§lO2(b) as anticipated by the Bruensteiner reference (RIB at 84.)

The participants began by discussing the differences between the
pre-equalization disclosed by Bruensteiner and the negative peak
portions of independent Claims 1, 8, and 15.... The participants
discussed how the negative peaking differential transconductance
amplifier (NPTDA) 470 shown in FIG. 4 of the ’456 Patent
“generates a negative peaking current transient 474 (Inggpeakingor
Inp)for every logic 1 to logic 0 transition.
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(RIB at 84 (quoting RX-827 at MLXOO0430l2).) Avago further distinguished the Bruensteiner

reference because it applied the equalization current, which was identified by the Examiner as

the negative peak portion, to the entire bit, “rather than transiently” and argued “the only

reasonable interpretation of cols. 8 and 9 of the ’456 Patent is that the drive waveform shaping

current must be capable of affecting the width of the negative peak portion of the dn've

waveform, where the negative peak portion lasts for less than the total bit width” (RIB at 84

(quoting RX-827 at MLX00043033).) “The Patent Owner notes its belief that claim 1 already

gm an optical transmitter capable of affecting a negative peak portion whose width is less

than that of a data bit” (RIB at 84-85 (quoting RX-827 at MLX00043034.) Thus, Respondents

assert that Avago admitted that the less than a bit-width limitation applies to all claims of the

’456 Patent. (RIB at 85.)

Respondents argue that, as their expert Dr. Lebby explained, while the equalization

current lasts for a bit width in the high speed example depicted in Fig. 1, that is only because the

clock cycle is the same as the bit width in that lGb/s example. (RIB at 85.) In reality, Dr. Lebby

testified that the equalization circuit is applied for a full clock cycle, regardless of the bit rate.

(RIB at 85 (RX-3C at Q/A 151).) Respondents contend that it is true that, if the data rate is at the

highest data rate of the depicted driver circuit, i.e., 1 bit/clock cycle, then the equalization current

will be applied for the entire bit, as Avago explained to the Examiner. (RIB at 85.) As a result,

Respondents assert that the Examiner allowed the presently-asserted claims over the

Bruensteiner reference. However, if the data rate applied by the user of the driver circuit was set

to half or a quarter bit per clock cycle, then the equalization current will be applied for half, or

less than, the bit period, resulting in a negative peak portion less than a full bit width. (RIB at 85

(RX-3C at Q/A 151, 237-44).) Respondents argue that this was never explained to the Examiner
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by Avago even though rumiing a laser at less than its highest data rate is a commonly occurring

situation in data transmission and is required by InfiniBand compliant transceivers. (RIB at 85

(citing RX-3C at Q/A 52-53, 151, 172; see JX-760).)

Respondents contend that Avago, to overcome the Bruensteiner rejection, also argued

that, whereas the claimed subject matter requires that the negative peak portion occur for

every 1 to 0 transition, (RX-827 at MLX00043012; RDX-212; RX-3C at Q/A 153)),

Bruensteiner did not anticipate because, “Bruensteiner’s circuit adds an additional equalizing

current to the laser current wavefonn for some, but not all of the bits” (emphasis added; RX

827 at MLXOO043019;RX-3C Q/A 153). (RIB at 85.) Respondents assert that these statements,

combined with those in the specification, support the conclusion that “the drive waveform

includes a negative peak portion for every 1 to 0 transition.” (RIB at 85.) Respondents

conclude that in allowing the claims, the Examiner relied on Avago’s arguments and claim scope

admissions and so the claim scope should be limited accordingly. (RIB at 86 (citing RX-3C at

Q/A 170).) Thus, Respondents argue that the “negative peak portion” is not just a dip in a

waveform. It is one piece of a larger wavefonn segment that must have a certain shape, duration,

and position within the waveform (see RX-3C. at Q/A 173). (RIB at 85.)

Avago argues that Respondents’ construction is incorrect because the ’456 patent

provides no indication or suggestion that a negative peak[ing] portion must be present on every

logic 1 to logic Otransition of the drive waveform. (CIB at 75.) Avago asserts that Respondents’

proposed construction is also contradicted and shown to be incorrect by the fact that each of the

claims containing this term recites that the drive waveform includes “a” negative peak[ing]

portion; none recites a requirement that every logic l to logic Otransition has a negative peak[ing]

portion. (CIB at 76.) Avago argues that the portions of the specification that Respondents rely
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upon are entitled “Detailed Description of the Preferred Embodiment,” and that absent an

unambiguous disclaimer of scope, claims are not limited to specific embodiments disclosed in

the specification of the patent. (CIB at 76.) As for the prosecution history, Avago asserts that

the portions of the prosecution history that Respondents refer to as support for their construction

is merely a reference to the description of the preferred embodiment, and therefore is not a

disclaimer that could affect the scope of claims. (CIB at 77.)

Staff agrees with Avago’s construction. (SIB at 80.) Staff notes that the claim phrase in

dispute only requires that the drive waveform include “a” negative peaking portion, however,

which on its face does not require a negative peaking portion for every logic 1 to logic 0

transition. (SIB at 81.) Staff argues that while the specification discloses a particular

embodiment in which a negative peaking portion is generated for every logic 1 to logic 0

transition, Respondents have not identified any clear and unambiguous disavowal by the

patentees such that “wherein the drive waveform includes a negative peaking portion” should be

limited to a wavefonn with a negative peaking portion for every logic l to logic 0 transition.

(SIB at 81.) Accordingly, the Staff respectfully submits that Respondents’ proposed construction

should be rejected and this phrase be given its plain and ordinary meaning. (SIB at 81.)

The ALJ adopts Avago and Staff s construction. Respondents do not dispute that the

explicit language of the claim does not require that there be a negative peaking portion for every

0 to 1 logic transition. Their arguments rest on alleged clear disavowals in the prosecution

history and a bit on the specification. However, this reliance is misplaced. While Avago appears

to admit that the specification only discloses such an embodiment, the mere fact that all of the

embodiments contain a negative peaking portion before the ‘O’ to ‘1’ transition does not

necessarily limit the claims. See Thorner, 669 F.3d at 1368 (citing Kara Tech. Inc. v.
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Stampscom, 582 F.3d 1341, 1347-48 (Fed. Cir. 2009)). Nor do Respondents identify any effort

by the patentee to act as his own lexicographer or language of manifest disclaimer in the

specification. See Thorner, 669 F.3d at 1366. As for the prosecution history, the case law is

clear that such disclaimers must be “both clear and unmistakable.” Omega Eng ’g,Inc. v. Raytek

Corp, 334 F.3d 1314, 1325 (Fed. Cir. 2003). The ALJ does not find the disclaimers that

Respondents seek to rely on meet that standard. Respondents rely heavily on two distinct sets of

statements in the prosecution history. First, they rely on a summary of the patent owner’s

interview with the examiner that is summarized in the Patent Owner’s Response included in RX

0827. In that smnmary the patent owner stated that:

The participants began by discussing the differences between the prc-cquali;/ation

disclosed by Brucnstcincr and the negative peak portions ofindepcndent Claims I. 8, and 15,

which compensate for a tag in the laser’s response to sharp transitions in the drive waveform.

The participants discussed how the negative peaking dit1'erentialtransconcluctancc amplifier

(NPIJTA) 470 shown in FIG. 4 of the '456 patent “generates a negative peaking current transient

474 (1,,,.,W,t,-,,,,or |,.,,) for every logic I to logic 0 transition.“ The ‘456 patent also explains how

width and depth ofthc negative peaking current transient 474 are controlled hy control signals

generated by a digital-to—analog,converter trom parameters stored in mem0ry.2

(RX-0827 at 106 (MLX000430l2).)4

Contrary to Respondents’ assertions, this statement does not amount to “Avago argu[ing]

that the ’456 Patent claims required a negative peaking portion for every l to 0 transition.” (RIB

at 84.) While they are correct that the paragraph begins by stating that the “participants began by

discussing the differences between the pre-equalization disclosed in Bruensteiner and the

4The ALJ notes that RX-0827 is a condensed version of the file history that has several sets of Bates numbering
(ITC-AV and MLX) because it appears to be several documents put together. The document also has a RX-0827
XXX numbering that refers to the sequential pages in RX-00827. While the condensed version is very helpful,
Respondents inexplicably refer to the ITC-AV and MLX numbering rather than the RX-0827-XXX numbering. For
ease of reference the ALJ refers to the RX-0827-XXX numbering.
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negative peak portions of independent claims 1, 8, and 15....,” the sentence Respondents rely on

only discusses what Figure 4 discloses, it certainly doesn’t state that the claims require this. At

best, these statements are ambiguous about what the claims require. This is not sufficient for

disclaimer. See 3M Innovative Props. C0. v. Tredegar C0rp., 725 F.3d 1315, 1326 (Fed. Cir.

2013). (“Where an applicant's statements are amenable to multiple reasonable interpretations,

they cannot be deemed clear and unmistakable”).

Second, Respondents rely on statements that characterize Bruensteiner as “adding an

equalization current to some but not all of the bits....” (RX-0827 at 113 (MLXOOO430l9).)

However, this statement is buried in a longer discussion of how Bruensteiner only affects one

type of bit and cannot work with the 1 to 0 transition. Taking the full discussion in context, a fair

reading of the discussion is that the Bruensteiner method is only good for one kind of transition

and not that the claimed invention must be applied to all 1 to 0 transitions. Thus, this statement

does not amount to a clear and unmistakable disclaimer that limits the patent claims.

Even taking these statements together, they do not amount to a limit on claim scope.

While statements about the negative peaking being applied to every 1 to 0 transition exist in the

prosecution history, it is not clear that patentability was premised on this point. These statements

were made in the context of other patentability argmnents regarding the disclosure of negative

peaking. Avago never specifically argued for the patentability of the claims based on the claims

requiring negative peaking for every 1 to 0 transition. ‘Thus, there cannot be a “clear and

unmistakable” disclaimer of claim scope under these facts. See Grober v. Mako Pr0ds., Inc., 686

F.3d 1335, 1342 (Fed. Cir. 2012) (rejecting prosecution disclaimer arguments because the

applicant's ambiguous statements distinguishing from prior art did not focus on specific prior art

features).
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VI. INFRINGEMENT DETERMINATION

A. Applicable Law

In a Section 337 investigation, the complainant bears the burden of proving infringement

of the asserted patent claims by a preponderance of the evidence. Certain Flooring Products,

Inv. No. 337-TA-443, Commission Notice of Final Determination of No Violation of Section

337, 2002 WL 448690 at 59, (March 22, 2002); Enercon GmbH v. Int ’lTrade Comm ’n, 151 F.3d

1376 (Fed. Cir. 1998).

Each patent claim element or limitation is considered material and essential. London v.

Carson Pirie Scott & C0., 946 F.2d 1534, 1538 (Fed. Cir. 1991). Literal infringement of a claim

occurs when every limitation recited in the claim appears in the accused device, z'.e.,when the

properly construed claim reads on the accused device exactly. Amhil Enters., Ltd. v. Wawa, Inc.,

81 F.3d 1554, 1562 (Fed. Cir. 1996); Southwall Tech. v. Cardinal IG C0., 54 F.3d 1570, 1575

(Fed Cir. 1995).

If the accused product does not literally infringe the patent claim, infringement might be

found under the doctrine of equivalents. The Supreme Court has described the essential inquiry

of the doctrine of equivalents analysis in terms of whether the accused product or process

contains elements identical or equivalent to each claimed element of the patented invention.

Warner-Jenkinson C0., Inc. v. Hilton Davis Chemical C0., 520 U.S. 17, 40 (1997).

Under the doctrine of equivalents, infringement may be found if the accused product or

process performs substantially the same function in substantially the same way to obtain

substantially the same result. Valmont Indus., Inc. v. Reinke Mfg. C0., 983 F.2d 1039, 1043 (Fed

Cir. 1993). The doctrine of equivalents does not allow claim limitations to be ignored. Evidence

must be presented on a limitation-by-limitation basis, and not for the invention as a whole.
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Warner-Jenkinson, 520 U.S. at 29; Hughes Aircrafl C0. v. US., 86 F.3d 1566 (Fed. Cir. 1996).

Thus, if an element is missing or not satisfied, infringement cannot be found under the doctrine

of equivalents as a matter of law. See, e.g., Wright Medical, 122 F.3d 1440, 1444 (Fed. Cir.

1997); Dolly, Inc. v. Spalding & Evenflo Cos., Inc., 16 F.3d 394, 398 (Fed. Cir. 1994); London v.

Carson Pirie Scott & C0., 946 F.2d 1534, 1538-39 (Fed. Cir. 1991); Becton Dickinson and C0. v.

C.R. Bard, Inc., 922 F.2d 792, 798 (Fed. Cir. 1990).

The concept of equivalency cannot embrace a structure that is specifically excluded from

the scope of the claims. Athletic Alternatives v. Prince Mfg, Inc., 73 F.3d 1573, 1581 (Fed. Cir.

1996). In applying the doctrine of equivalents, the Commission must be informed by the

fundamental principle that a patent’s claims define the limits of its protection. See Charles

Greiner & Co. v. Mari-Med. Mfg, Inc., 92 F.2d 1031, 1036 (Fed. Cir. 1992). As the Supreme

Court has affirmed:

Each element contained in a patent claim is deemed material to defining the scope
of the patented invention, and thus the doctrine of equivalents must be applied to
individual elements of the claim, not to the invention as a whole. It is important
to ensure that the application of the doctrine, even as to an individual element, is
not allowed such broad play as to effectively eliminate that element in its entirety.

Warner-Jenkinson, 520 U.S. at 29.

To prove direct infringement, Avago must prove by a preponderance of the evidence that

each of the accused products either literally infringe or infringe under the doctrine of equivalents

the asserted claims of the asserted patents. Advanced Cardiovascular Sys., Inc. v. Scimed Lzfi

Sys., Inc, 261 F.3d 1329, 1336 (Fed. Cir. 2001).

A party can also indirectly infringe a patent. To prevail on a claim for indirect

infringement, a patentee must first demonstrate direct infringement, and then establish that the

“defendant possessed the requisite knowledge or intent to be held vicariously liable.” Dynacore
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Holdings Corp. v. US. Philips Corp, 363 F.3d 1263, 1272-73 (Fed. Cir. 2004). The knowledge

requirement must be met by a showing of either actual knowledge or willful blindness. Gl0bal—

TechAppliances, Inc. v. SEB8A., — U.S. Q, 131 S. Ct. 2060, 2068 (2011).

Under 35 U.S.C. § 271(b), “[w]hoever actively induces infringement of a patent shall be

liable as an infringer.” “To prove induced infringement, the patentee must show direct

infringement, and that the alleged infringer knowingly induced infringement and possessed

specific intent to encourage another's infringement.” Toshiba Corp. v. Imation C0rp., 681 F.3d

1358, 1363 (Fed. Cir. 2012) (intemal quotations omitted).

The Supreme Court has held that “induced infringement under § 271(b) requires

knowledge that the induced acts constitute patent infringement.” Global-Tech, 131 S. Ct. at

2070. In so holding, the Supreme Court rejected the Federal Circuit's “deliberate indifference”

to a “known risk” test. Id. at 2071. It explained that the “knowledge” required under § 271(b)

could be satisfied by a showing of actual knowledge or “willful blindness.” Id. at 2068-71. The

Supreme Court explained that a defendant acts with willful blindness if she “subjectively

believe[s] that there is a high probability that a fact exists” and “take[s] deliberate actions to

avoid learning of the fact.” Id. at 2070, 2070 n.9. In contrast, a defendant who “merely knows

of a substantial and unjustified risk of [ ] wrongdoing” acts recklessly, and a defendant who

“should have known of a similar risk, but in fact, did not” acts negligently. Id. at 2071.

“Inducement requires evidence of culpable conduct, directed to encouraging another's

infringement, not merely that the inducer had knowledge of the direct infi-inger's activities.”

DSU Med. Corp. v. JMS Co., 471 F.3d 1293, 1306 (Fed. Cir. 2006) (en banc).

Under 35 U.S.C. § 27l(c), “[w]h0ever offers to sell or sells within the United States or

imports into the Unites States a component of a patented machine, manufacture, combination, or
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composition, or a material or apparatus for use in practicing a patented process, constituting a

material part of the invention, knowing the same to be specifically made to or specially adapted

for use in the infringement of the patent, and not a staple article or commodity suitable for

substantial non-infringing use, shall be liable as a contributory infringer.” “Contributory

infringement imposes liability on one who embodies in a non-staple device the heart of a

patented process and supplies the device to others to complete the process and appropriate the

benefit of the patented invention.” Vita4Mix Corp. v. Basic Holding, Inc., 581 F.3d 1317, 1327

(Fed. Cir. 2009). To state a claim for contributory infringement, an infringer must sell, offer to

sell or import into the United States a component of an infringing product “knowing [the

component] to be especially made or especially adapted for use in an infringement of such patent,

and not a staple article or commodity of commerce suitable for substantial non infringing use.”

35 U.S.C. § 271(0); see Lucent Techs. v. Gateway, Inc., 580 F.3d 1301, 1320 (Fed. Cir. 2009).

As with induced infiingement, a claim for contributory infringement must also contain

allegations of the requisite knowledge of the patent-in-suit at the time of infringement. Global

Tech, 131 S. Ct. at 2068. In addition, the patentee bears the burden of proving that the accused

products have no substantial non-infringing uses. See Golden Blount, Inc. v. Robert H Peterson

Co., 438 F.3d 1354, 1363 (Fed. Cir. 2006).

A seller of a component of an infringing product can also be held liable for contributory

infringement if: (1) there is an act of direct infringement by another person; (2) the accused

contributory infringer knows its component is included in a combination that is both patented

and infringing; and (3) there are no substantial non-infringing uses for the accused component,

i.e., the component is not a staple article of commerce. Carborundum C0. v. Molten Equip.

Innovations, Ina, 72 F.3d 872, 876 (Fed. Cir. 1995).
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B. The ’595 Patent

AvagoassertsthatFCIandMellanoxproductsincorporatingVCSELs—

infringe claims 14 and 19 ofthe ’595 Patent. The

parties break the products down by VCSEL manufacturer because the structures of the VCSELs

vary by manufacturer.

1-2
Avago identified four products sold or imported by

and that allegedly infringe claims 14 and 19 of the ’595 Patent:

1 1 I

1 1 I

(CX-2086C at Q/A 126-Q127.)

Respondentsargue that the _ VCSELsfail to meet five limitationsof the

asserted claims of the ’595 Patent, including: (1) the current-spreading layer thickness; (2) the

“top electrode fonned on a side of said current spreading layer opposite to said top mirror"; (3) ‘A

wavelength thick mirror layers with alternating indices of refraction; (4) “optical cavity having

an active layer;” and (5) “a bottom electrode on a side of said bottom mirror opposite said optical

cavity. (RIB at 46-48.) Respondents do not contest that the remaining limitations are present.

Moreover, Avago presented evidence that they are present. (CX-2086C at Q/A 120-25, 140-41,

152-53, 159-60, 176-81, 190-94, 198-200, 209-13, 215-16, 217-19.)
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Staff submits that the only contested limitation that Avago has failed to meet is the first

limitation. (SIB at 38-42.) Staff notes that some of the other limitations might not be met, but

that is only to the extent they depend or relate to the current-spreading layer limitation.

The ALJ now turns to the contested limitations.

a) “top mirror and said bottom mirror each having a plurality of
quarter wavelength thick layers having alternating indices of refraction” —
Claim 14

Respondentscontendthattheepitaxialrecipeforthe— showthatthe

layers of the top and bottom mirrors are not a quarter wavelength thick, and that they do not have

altemating indices of refraction. (RIB at 47.) Specifically, Respondents point to the fact that the

(RIBat 47-48;I Respondentscontendthatthe top

mirror

(RIB at 47-48.) Respondents further contend that the mirror structures do not have alternating

indices of refraction, because

(Id. at 47-48.)

Dr. Deppe testifiedthat, in his opinion, the accusedproductscontaining_

VCSELs satisfy this limitation of claim 14. (See CX-2086C at Q/A 182-88.) Dr. Deppe further

testified that the claimed “layers” of the top and bottom mirror properly include graded interface

regions. (See id. at Q/A 112-15->

In Dr. Deppe’sview, the top and bottommirrorsof the _ VCSELthus have quarter

wavelength thick layers with alternating indices of refraction. (Id. at Q/A 159-60.)

Staff submits that

— productsmeetthislimitation.(SIBatas-39.)
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The ALJ finds that under his construction of layer Avago has shown that this limitation is

met The ALJ finds that while the

_ toform“layers”withalternatingindicesofrefractioninthetopandbottom

mirrors. (See e.g., CX-2086C at Q/A 182-88; JX—O04OC.)Accordingly, the ALJ finds that this

limitationOfclaim14is satisfiedbythe8 VCSELs.

b) “current-spreading layer having a thickness that is approximately
equal to one-quarter of said wavelength times an integer multiple greater
than one” —Claim 14; “current-spreading layer having a thickness that is
approximately equal to one-quarter of said wavelength times an odd integer
multiple greater than one” —Claim 19

Avago’sexpert,Dr.Deppe,testifiedthat,inhis opinion,the_ VCSELsin the

accused products include a “current-spreading layer” within the meaning of the asserted claims.

(CX-2086C at Q/A 201-203 In Dr. Deppe’s view, the alleged

current-spreading layer comprises

2 (Id. at Q/A201.) Dr.Deppeconcludesthat this “layer”of the

thus satisfying this particular

limitation of each asserted claim. (Id.) This section of the “recipe” is reproduced below:
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Respondents contend that the only “layer” of the epitaxial recipe that has a thickness even

approaching the thickness required for the current-spreading layer

(See RX-00066

at Q/A 169-76;see also RIB at 46-47.) Moreover, Dr. Chang-Hasnainfurther testified that I

L (RX-<><>06catQ/A173-14->
The ALJ finds that Avago has presented sufficient evidence to establish that the

- VCSELincludesa layerthat satisfiesthe “current-spreadinglayer”limitationsof the

asserted claims. In this regard the ALJ finds Dr. Deppe’s full testimony worth repeating here. In

particular, the ALJ repeats his explanation of his methodology (Q/A 193) and then his actual

analysis. First, Dr. Deppe explained his general methodology:
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Q193. i I she-wyou what has beenimaiked asCDX-0097. What:is this‘?
A. Yes. This is the table I prepérecl IEIIOD1data supplied in the Respondents’

ts identified in the exhibit It shows the cmrent-spreading layerdocwnen _ .
analysis of each of the accuseclVCSELs. T11each VCSEL from each _' fo ued from

pnlanufacturer, the ctutent-spreading layer 15 11

v _ _ _ _ ' The infonnation provided enabled me to
calculate both their physical thicknesses and optical thiclcnesses. Table I shows
the VCSEL mantifactimei",the cuirent-spre actinglayer physical thickness
according to the 595 current-spreading layer definition, the cm7;ent-spreading
layer optical thic-knees,the actual multiplier of quintet‘optical wave thickness,
the integer value this multiplier:corresponds to, and the precision of the targeted
design. It also shows that each cuirent-spreading layer fiom each manufacturer V
includes ' its clescribedin the 595 patent. The precision to the
integer multiple of at.quznter optical ivave is within in each case, indicating
that-I ' . 4 __ 1 .. - .

: The ciirreiit-spreadinglayer in each case of
each VCSBL product includes a ' ' _ '

t

\

i _ The specific calculated thicknesses for the different products include
' a cuirent-spreading layer for _

' ' " a Cl'l1T€1l‘i-Sp1'€El(l1flg laye: for .
' ' " a current

spreading layer for
c1n1'eut-spxeaclinglayer for the _ - _ _ V.

1- ii land a cmIent—sp1:eadmg layer for the '

cx-20860 atQ/A193.) . ' ' . pt

In other words, he ttstifitd that

_— Hedttemtinedthatby lttoktttsat

- thatisthesemiconductorusedinthesedevices. .

- Specificallyforthe- VCSELsDr.Deppetestified(thetestimonyforclaim14is

representative): '
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; _ ‘products that include the VCSEL’s.
A. In the? products that incorporate the _ _ >VCSELs,the
QZOI. Next, please explain how you performed your analysis as to the Y \

i 7epitaxial recipe, _ '1shows that the VCSELs have a current-spreacliiig
thatincludes“ i H i ' M_ _ A '

1 __ Again, the inclusion of such p in the DBR
quarter-wave mirrors is described in the patent in column 4, lines 20-35 in the
description of the mirrors. The use of the graded interfaces was well known in
the art at the time of the 595 as important in reducing electrical resistance at
interfaces between differing material compositions. The graded interfaces then
must be included as part of the optical thickness of a layer. Thus the cur1'ent

spreading layer is _ __ i _
' » _ ' _i i _ The physical thickness of the

current-spreading layer is _ H _ _ __

_ I calculated the optical thickness of the current-spreading layer
to be __ ~- .. Therefore, the optical thickness is approximately one

quarter wavelength tinlesan integer of ‘Althoughthe
< that makes up the current-spreading layer is optically

absorbing, the current—spreadinglayer is made substantiallv optically
transparent by including . i _ |
The current-spreading layer is also electrically conductive due to its V
composition. Also as called out by the 595 patent, the i F ‘-My
opinion is further supported by additional testing and analysis, as can be seen in
Exhibits E and F, which show the cmrent spreading layer.

(CX-2086C at Q/A 201.) _

The ALJ finds his grouping of separate columns of similar compositions is reasonable.

In particular,the ALJ fmds persuasivehis explanationthat the reasonhe only includes

— TheALJcannotsaythatthisis theperfectapproachto gradedboundarylayers,
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but after considering the testimony of both Dr. Deppe and Dr. Chang-Hasnain, the ALJ believes

that this, at least, is a reasonable approach to analyzing a graded boundary layer. The ALJ notes

that Dr. Chang-Hasnain offered no real altemative. The ALJ finds that Dr. Chang-Hasnain’s

reliance on particular Way the epi-recipe is laid out, i.e.,

is not Persuasive and

gives no weight to testimony in this regard. (RX-0006C at Q/A 173-74; Tr. 926:1?-928:6,

976121-24, 98l:22-982123.) Her analysis takes almost no account to similar compositions and

electrical properties between columns and fails to explain why they are not significant to her

analysis. (Id.; Tr. 978:l4-979114, 981:1-4.) The ALJ finds it unlikely (to say the least) that

electrons or electromagnetic waves would be aware of how these documents are laid out. Thus,

the physical realities of the materials involved, not the particular document fonnat, must control.

Dr. Deppe has done this and Dr. Chang-Hasnain has not. Accordingly, the ALJ finds his

testimony persuasive.

The ALJ further finds that Dr. Deppe’s application of his construction has been consistent

across all AccusedVCSELs and the Avago _ VCSEL.As discussedabove, the ALJ finds

that in each VCSEL, the current-spreading layer includes

(CX-2086C at Q/A 193.)

As discussed in greater detail, infia, this means that the current-spreading layer for the

2 VCSELsconsistsof
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(CX-2086Cat Q/A 198.)For the 2 VCSELs,

the c1u"rent-spreading layer consists of

(CX-2086C at Q/A 195.) For the

_ VCSELs,thecurrent-spreadinglayerconsistsof

(Id. at Q/A 201.)

For both 2 VCSELs,the current-spreadinglayer consistsof

(Id. at Q/A 204, 207.) Thus, the ALJ finds that Dr. Deppe

applied a similar across all of the products he analyzed.

Accordingly, the AL] finds that Avago has presented sufficient evidence to show that

these limitations of claims 14 and 19 are met.

c) “top electrode formed on a side of said current-spreading layer”
Claims 14 and 19

Dr. Deppe testified that, in his opinion, each of the accused products containing a

- VCSELincludea top electrodeformedon a sideof the current-spreadinglayer, as

required by claims 14 and 19 of the ’595 Patent. (CX-2086C at Q/A 214-16, 235-37.) Dr.

Chang-Hasnainopined, however, that because the top electrode of the — VCSEL

colmrs

I (RX-0006C at Q/A 178.) In this regard, Respondentsargue that “formed on” requires

that “there [be] no intervening layer(s) between the top electrode and the current-spreading

layer.” (RIB at 35-36.) As discussed above, however, the AL] rejected Respondents’ proposed

construction as improperly narrow, and the ALJ has held that this phrase should be given its
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plain and ordinary meaning. (Id) Accordingly, the ALJ agrees with Staff that the fact that the

top electrode does not in and of itself mean that this limitation is

not satisfied. (SIB at 41.) The ALJ finds that Avago has presented sufficient evidence to

demonstrate that this element is met. (CX-2086C at Q/A 214-16, 235-37.)

d) “optical cavity”—Claims 14 and 19

Respondentsargue,basedontheirclaimconstruction,thatthe- VCSELs

contain multiple active layers, while their claim construction allows only one. (RIB at 48.)

Dr. Deppe testified that, in his opinion, the — VCSELs include an “optical cavity”

within the meaning of the asserted claims. (See CX-2086C at Q/A 154-57.) According to Dr.

Deppe,the opticalcavityis foundat — of theepitaxialrecipe. (Id.at Q/A154;see

also CX-00400)

(CX-20860 arQ/A154-)

By contrast, Dr. Chang-Hasnain asserts that rather than identify “an active layer” in the optical

cavity, as required by the construction of “optical cavity” proposed by Respondents and the

Staff, Dr. Deppe really points to I different layers. (RX-0006C at Q/A 182.) Thus, in her

opinion, this limitation is not met. (Id. at Q/A 181.)

The ALJ has already rejected Respondents narrow reading of “active layer.” Thus, the

ALJfinds that the evidenceshowsthat the _ VCSELscontainan opticalcavity,that is,

from which light energy is transmitted in

response to current flow. (See CX-2086C at Q/A 154.) Accordingly, the ALJ finds that Avago

hasproventhatthe_ VCSELssatisfythislimitationof theassertedclaims.
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e) “a Bottom Electrode on a Side of Said Mirror Opposite Said Optical
cavity” (claims 14 and 19)

Respondents argue that despite Dr. Deppe testifying that he relied solely on certain

photographsfor his conclusionthat the - VCSELsmet the stated“bottomelectrode”

limitation of claims l4 and l9 (CX-2086C at Q/A 219; Tr. 443:22-444:9), he had no photographs

showing Where the electrode (Tr.

438112-440:3). Thus, Respondents assert that he had no evidence on which to base a conclusion

that this element was met. Respondents contend that Dr. Chang-Hasnain presented a “logical

analysis”basedon the I epitaxialrecipethat ledher to the conclusionthat it was likely

that the — electrodewas not locatedas requiredby this limitation(RX-0006Cat Q/A

180).

Avago argues that Dr. Deppe examined the products, but Dr. Chang-Hasnain did not

inspect any of the products before providing her opinions. (Tr. 926x17-928:6.)

The ALJ finds that as Dr. Deppe explained, through his inspection of the products he

observedtheelectrodes— (Tr.439113-25.)Thus,theALJ

finds that Avagohas presentedsufficientevidenceto showthat the accused— products

meet this limitation.

f) Summary

The ALJ has found that each of the claim limitations of claims 14 and 19 are met for the

_ products.
(E-16) (claim 14); (ox

20s6c Q/A 221-41;
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Accordingly, the ALI finds that Avago has proved

infringement of claims 14 and 19 for these products.

Avagoassertthatthe following_ productscontainingK VCSELs

allegedly infringe claims 14 and 19 of the ’595 Patent:

(cx-20860 at Q/A 131.)

The products further break down along two separate epitaxial recipes:

— (cx-2086catQ/A204,207.)TheALJfindsthatforpurposes

of this discussion the two recipes are similar. (Id.)

Respondents argue that the - VCSELs fail to meet four limitations of the asserted

claims of the ’595 Patent, including: (1) the current-spreading layer thickness; (2) the “top

electrode formed on a side of said current spreading layer opposite to said top mirror”; (3) “top

mirror and said bottom mirror each having a plurality of quarter wavelength thick layers having

alternating indices of refraction;” and (4) “optical cavity having an active layer.”. (RIB at 49-52.)

Staff submits that Avago has failed to meet is the current spreading layer limitation and

the “top mirror and said bottom mirror each having a plurality of quarter wavelength thick layers

having alternating indices of refraction” limitation” of claim 14. (SIB at 43-45.) Staff notes that
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some of the other limitations might not be met, but that is only to the extent they depend or relate

to the current—spreadinglayer limitation such as the “top electrode formed on a side

a) “current-spreading layer” thickness limitation

Avago relies on the poition of the I epitaxial recipe that was produced in this

investigationto assert that the - VCSELs satisfy the “current-spreadinglayer” limitations of

the asserted claims. (See JX-0041C.) Specifically, Dr. Deppe testified that, in his opinion, the

includesa current-spreadinglayer,—

(CX-2086C at Q/A 207, 230-234.) Similarly, Dr. Deppe testified

thatthe alsoincludesa current-spreadinglayer,_

(Id. at Q/A 204, 230-234.) These sections of the

epitaxial recipes are reproduced below: t_
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Respondents and Staff rely on Dr. Chang-Hasnain testified based on her analysis of the

epitaxial recipes that the meet this limitation of the claims. (RX

OO06Cat Q/A 208-212, 218-219, 222-224.)

The ALJ finds that Avago has met its burden in showingthat the 2 VCSELspractice

this claim element. Specifically, Dr. Deppe testified

(the testimony for claim 14 is representative):
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Q204. Finally, please explain how you performed your analysis as to the
products that include the ~VCSBL’s, - '

A. ' i ' uses two y i ‘K/'CSELs — t _ 5111the

'products that incorporate the '_ ' _
the epitaxial recipe shows that the VCSELs have a cturent-sp1'eacli_nr_;layer that

1 1

' _ Again, the inclusioii

of such graded layers in the DBR quarter-wave 1l1l1TOISis describecl in the
patent in column 4, lines 20-35 in the description of the mirrors. The use of the
graded interfaces was well known in the art at the time of the 595 as important
in reducing electrical resistance at interfaces between differing material
compositions. The graded interfaces then must be included as part of the optical
thiclcnessof a layer. Thus the current-spreading layer is directly physically

' connected to the side of the top minor structure located opposite to the optical
cavity. ' ~

. -_ _ i l i y Therefore, the optical
thickness is approximately one-quarter wavelength times an integer of '
Although the _ that makes up the current-spreading layer includes

- I, _ __ The cmrent-spreading layer is also
electiically conductive due to its composition. Also as called out by the S95,

(cx-20860 at Q/A204.)
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Asforthe_ Dr.Deppetestified:_

Q207. What is the configuration of the current spreading layer in the otl1er
VCSEL _ ___A_ » A

A. In the Mellanox products that incorporate the _ i “ 7 tthe

epitaxial recipe shows that the VCSELs have a current-spreading layer; “

: _ U _ _ _ _‘Again,
the inclusion of such graded layers in the DER quarter-wave mirrors is
described in the patent in colunm 4, lines 20-35 in the description of the
mirrors. The use of the graded interfaces was well known in the art at the time
of the 595 as important in reducing electrical resistance at interfaces between
differing material compositions. The graded interfaces then must be included as
part of the optical thickness of a layer. Thus, here, too, the cu11'ent—spreading

layer is directly physically connected to the side of the top mirror stmcture
located opposite to the optical cavity. The nhvsical tlriclcnessof the current
spreading layer is '

ii _ Therefore, ‘theoptical thickness is approximately one-quarter
wavelength times an integer of _ Although the . M t_that is part of the
current-spreading layer is ‘ i ' ' H

- The

cun'ent-spreading layer is also electrically conductive due to its composition.
Also as called out in the 595 patent, the _

' My opinion is furthersuppoited by additional testing and analysis, as
can be seen in Exhibit F, which show these structures.

(cx-20860atQ/A207_
The ALJ finds that this analysisis consistentwith the analysisperformedon the 

VCSELs. For the samereasonsset forthin greaterdetailabovewithrespectto the 

VCSELs, the ALJ fmds this testimony persuasive and finds that Avago has proven that both

typesof - VCSELsmeetthislimitation.

b) “top electrode formed on a side of said current-spreading layer”—
Claims 14 and 19 .

Respondents’ arguments regarding the “top electrode” limitation of the asserted claims

are essentiallyidenticalto thosepresentedin the contextof the_ VCSEL. (SeeRIBat
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50-51.) The ALJ has found that the current-spreading layer limitation is met. Thus, as also

discussedabovewithrespectto the _ products,the ALJfinds thatthis limitationis met.

(CX-2086C at Q/A 215-16.)

c) “top mirror and said bottom mirror each having a plurality of
quarter wavelength thick layers having alternating indices of refraction” —
Claim 14

Respondents argue that Avago has failed to prove that the mirror layer ‘Awavelength

thickness limitation of claim 14. (RRB at 21.) Respondents assert that despite having no direct

evidence as to the structure of the - VCSEL mirror layers, Dr. Deppe testifies that the

VCSELs “require quarter-wave layers in the top and bottom mirrors” (RRB at 21 (quoting CX

2086C at Q/A 189).) However, Respondents note that he also stated that the layers do not have

to be ‘Awavelength thick. (RRB at 21.)

Avago contends that Dr. Deppe does not speculate, instead he relies on the schematic

cross-section of the — VCSEL along with his analysis and photos of the Accused Products

containingK VCSELs.(cm; at 19(citingcx-20sec atQ/A.189;Tr.44318-16;—

Avago asserts that mirror layers of ‘/1wavelength with graded interfaces are the industry norm,

and everywhere in the prior art. (CRB at 19 (citing CX-2086C at Q/A 88; 90).) Thus, Avago

argues that Dr. Deppe’sview that - VCSELsmore likely than not includethis feature is well

supported and proper.

Staff agrees with Respondents’ arguments noting that Dr. Deppe’s testimony is

unsupported and Dr. Chang-Hasnain testified to the contrary. Thus, Staff contends that Avago

has not met its burden of proof with respect to this element.

The ALJ finds that Avago has not met its burden of proof regarding this element. The

ALI notes that while Dr. Deppe testified that, in his opinion, the “quarter wavelength thick
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layers” limitationof claim 14 is met in the - VCSEL (cx-20sec at Q/A 189), the only

evidence cited by Dr. Deppe, however, is a “[s]chematic cross section of the VCSEL core” from

a2 document(Id.;seealso_ Thisdiagramisreproducedbelow:

The ALJ find that this diagram does not provide any information regarding the thickness of the

mirror layers or their index of refraction, and so does not support Dr. Deppe’s opinion. 

! Whilethe completeepitaxialrecipeforthe2 VCSELs(includingthemirrorlayers)

was apparently not produced in this investigation, Dr. Deppe states that he believes it “would

have confirmed my opinion.” Id. Yet he admitted during his tutorial that DBR mirror layers do

not have to be % wavelength thick. (Tr. 66:22-67:9; 71:17-72:2). In contrast, Dr. Chang

Hasnaintestifiedthe schematiccross-diagram,I aloneis insufficientto establishthat

this claim limitation is satisfied. (See RX-0006C at Q/A 201-07.) Avago does not cite to any

other evidence of record to support Avago’s assertion that this limitation is met by the 

VCSELs. (See CRB at 21.) The ALJ finds that Dr. Deppe’s testimony in this regard is

speculation, unsupported by this record. The industry norm is not proof because as the Lear
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Patent, infia demonstrates other thickness are possible, see Section VII.B.2. Accordingly, the

ALJ find that Avagohas not proventhat the ! VCSELsmeet this elementof claim 14.

Claim 19, on the other hand, has no requirement that the mirror layers be “a quarter

wavelength thick.” Respondents argue that Avago has not proven that the accused devices

contain layers with alternating indices of refraction. The AL] finds that Avago has presented

sufficient evidenceto show the I VCSELs meet this limitation, Dr. Deppe testified that they

which would have layers with alternating indices

of refraction. (CX-2086C at Q/A 189, Tr. 443:8-16.)

d) “optical cavity” (Claims 14 and 19)

RespondentsarguethatAvagohasnotshownthatthe— VCSELshave

an “optical cavity having an active layer” within the meaning of the claims. (RIB at 52.)

Specifically, Respondents assert that Avago has not shown that there is an active layer

surrounded by adjacent spacer or cladding layers. (RIB at 52.) Staff notes that the evidence is

“not extensive”but finds that Avago has shownthat the I productsmeet this element.

The only evidence regarding whether the “optical cavity” limitation is satisfied by the

- VCSELs appears to Dr. Deppe’s testimony that the epitaxial recipe and schematic

description establish that the within the meaning of the

assertedclaims.(Seecx-20860atQ/A158— TheALJagrees

with Staff that the evidence is not extensive, but that it is sufficient to show that this limitation of

theassertedclaimsis satisfiedin the- VCSELs.Specifically,theALJfindsthat

showsii andDr.Deppeesfifiedmati
I — (cx-20860atQ/A158.)TheALJfindsthissufficient
to meet this element.
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a) Summary

The AL] finds that Avago has not proved that the I VCSELs meet each element of

claim 14. Accordingly, the ALJ finds that Avago has not proven that claim to be infringed. The

AL] has found that each of the claim limitations of claims 19 are met for the - products.

- (CX-20860Q/A221-41;_ Acwrdingly,
the ALJ finds that Avago has proved infringementof claims 19 for the - products.

Avagoassertsthatthefollowing_ productscontaining- VCSELsallegedly

infringe claims 14 and 19 of the 595 Patent:

(CX-2086C at Q/A 114.)

Respondents argue that the 2 VCSELs fail to meet five limitations of the asserted

claims of the ’595 Patent, including: (1) the current-spreading layer thickness; (2) the “top

electrode formed on a side of said current spreading layer opposite to said top mirror”; (3) ‘A

Wavelength thick mirror layers with alternating indices of refraction; and (4) “optical cavity

having an active layer.” (RIB at 52-55.) Respondents do not contest the remaining limitations.

(RIB at 52-55.)
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Staff submits that the only contested limitation that Avago has failed to meet is the first

limitation. (SIB at 47-48.) Staff notes that some of the other limitations might not be met, but

that is only to the extent they depend or relate to the current-spreading layer limitation.

a) “top mirror and said bottom mirror each having a plurality of
quarter wavelength thick layers having alternating indices of refraction” —e
Claim 14

Dr. Deppe testified that, in his opinion,the - PhotonicsVCSELssatisfythe “quarter

wavelength thick layers” limitation of claim 14. (See, e.g., CX-2086C at Q/A 161-71; 

- Respondentspresent similar argumentsto those presented in the context of the

— VCSEL. (SeeRIB at 53.) For the samereasonsset forth abovewith regardto the

VCSELs, the ALJ finds that Avago has presented sufficient evidence to show that the

VCSELs satisfy this limitation of claim l4.

b) “current-spreading layer having a thickness that is approximately
equal to one-quarter of said wavelength times an integer multiple greater
than one” —Claim 14; “current-spreading layer having a thickness that is
approximately equal to one-quarter of said wavelength times an odd integer
multiple greater than one” —Claim 19

Dr.Deppetestifiedthat,in his opinion,the_ VCSELsin theaccused

products have a current-spreading layer within the meaning of the asserted claims. (E.g., CX

2os6cat Q/A195-97,230-34_ Specifically,Dr.Deppeidentifies

_— epitaxialreeipeaseempriemgtheelaimed
current-spreading layer. (Id) Those portions of the epitaxial recipes are reproduced below:
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For similar reasons to the other VCSELs, Respondents Dr. Chang-Hasnain contend that

the— VCSELSdonotmeetthislimitation.(RIBat 53(citingRX-0006Cat Q/A

80-85, 104-105;) 

TheALJfindsthatAvagohasmetitsburdeninshowingthatthe— VCSELs

practice this claim element. Specifically, Dr. Deppe testified (claim 14 is representative):

Ql95. Let’s take the VCSEL suppliers one at a time. Please explain how you
perfonned your analysis as to the VCSEL’s. - i

A. In the 4products that incorporate the _ VCSELs, the epitaxial recipe
shows that the VCSELs have a cun'ent-spreading layer that includes a portion _
of:

I The inclusion of
such graded layers in the DBR quarter-wave mirrors is described in the patent
in column 4, lines 20—35in the description of the nn'1rors. The use of the
graded interfaces was well known in the art at the time of the 595 as important
in reducing electrical resistance at interfaces between differing material
compositions. The graded interfaces then must be included as part of the
optical thickness of a layer. Thus the current-spreading layer is directly
physically connected to the side of the top mirror stincture located opposite to

_the optical cavity. The physical thickness of the cu1rent—spreadinglayer is
t f f A Using a refiactive index of _

, _ - "I calculated the

optical thickness of the current-spreading layer at Y xfor the cun"eut~
spreading layer. Therefore, the optical thickness is approxiniately one-quarter
wavelength times an integer of Although the‘. T 

‘ is part of the cturent-spreading layer is optically absorbing, the
current-spreadinsr.laver is made substantially optically transparent by using
i __ ' ' " _ The current-spreading layer
is also electrically conductive due to its composition. Furthermore the ’
' consistent with the 595 patent. My opinion is fluther supported by
additional testing and analysis, as can be seen in Exhibit E, which show the
current spreading layer.

(CX-2086C at Q/A 195.)

Forsimilarreasonsto thosediscussedabovewithregardto the_

VCSELs, the ALJ finds that Avago has presented suflicient evidence to show that the !

— VCSELssatisfythe “current-spreading”limitationsof the assertedclaims.
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c) “top electrode formed on a side of said current-spreading layer”
Claims 14 and 19

Dr.Deppetestifiedthat,in his opinion,the— VCSELSsatisfythe “top

electrode” limitation of the asserted claims. (See CX-2086C at Q/A 214-16, 235-37.)

Respondents’ arguments regarding this limitation are similar to those presented in the context of

the - VCSEL. (See RIB at 53-56.) This argumentis substantiallysimilar to the

argumentconsideredwith regardto the — products. As with those products,the ALJ

has found that the current-spreading layer limitation is met. Thus, the ALJ finds that this

limitation is met as well. (See CX-2086C at Q/A 214-16, 235-37.)

d) “optical cavity”—Claims 14 and 19

Dr.Deppetestifiedthat,inhisopinion,the— VCSELssatisfythe“optical

cavity”limitationof the assertedclaims. (See, e.g., CX-2086Cat Q/A 146-51;_

Respondents’ arguments in opposition are similar to those presented in the context of the

— VCSEL. (SeeRIBat 54-55.) For the samereasonsset forthabovewith regardto the

_ VCSEL,theALJfindsthattheevidenceshowsthatthe— VCSELs

satisfy this limitation of the asserted claims.

a) Summary

The ALJ has found that each of the claim limitations of claims 14 and 19 are met for the

: products.(Claim14;(cx-2086c at Q/A120-25,140-41,152-53,159-60,176

81, 190-94, 198-200, 209-13, 215-16, 217-19;

— (Claim19;cx-20360atQ/A221-41,—
A@c<>rding1y.theAu finds

that Avago has proved infringement of claims 14 and 19 for these products.
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Avago asserts that the following- products containingK VCSELsallegedly

infringe claims 14 and 19 of the ’595 Patent:

(CX-2086C at Q/A 120.)

Respondents argue that the — VCSELs fail to meet four limitations of the asserted

claims of the ’595 Patent, including: (1) the current-spreading layer thickness; (2) the “top

electrode formed on a side of said current spreading layer opposite to said top mirror”; (3) ‘A

wavelength thick mirror layers with alternating indices of refraction; and (4) “optical cavity

having an active layer.” (RIB at 55-58.)

Staff submits that the only contested limitation that Avago has failed to meet is the first

limitation. (SIB at 45-47.) Staff notes that some of the other limitations might not be met, but

that is only to the extent they depend or relate to the current-spreading layer limitation. (SIB at

45-47.)

The ALJ now turns to the disputed limitations.
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a) “top mirror and said bottom mirror each having a plurality of
quarter wavelength thick layers having alternating indices of refraction” —
Claim 14

Dr. Deppe testified that, in his opinion, the - VCSELs satisfy the “quarter

wavelength thick layers” limitation of claim 14. (See, e.g., CX-2086C at Q/A 176-81; 

-) With regard to this limitation, Respondentspresent similar arguments as those

presentedin the contextof the — VCSEL. (RX-0006Cat Q/A 118-23. For the same

reasons set forth above, the ALJ rejects this argument and fmds that the Avago has shown that

the- VCSELssatisfythislimitationofclaim14.

b) “current-spreading layer having a thickness that is approximately '
equal to one-quarter of said wavelength times an integer multiple greater
than one” —Claim 14; “current-spreading layer having a thickness that is
approximately equal to one-quarter of said wavelength times an odd integer
multiple greater than one” —Claim 19

Respondentsand Staffarguethat the : VCSELsdo not meet this limitationbecause

there is no single material compositional layer that is a ‘/1wavelength thick. (RIB at 57; SIB at

46.) However, the ALJ rejected their construction of “current-spreading layer” as improperly

narrow. Avago arguesthat if the ALJ adopts Avago’sconstruction,the - VCSELssatisfy

this claim limitation.(CRBat 15.)Dr. Deppetestifiedthat, in his opinion,the - VCSELsin

the accused products have a current-spreading layer within the meaning of the asserted claims.

(E.g.,cx-20sec atQ/A198-200,230-34— Specifically,D1‘.Deppeidentifies

as comprising the claimed

current-spreading layer. (Id.) Those portions of the epitaxial recipes are reproduced below:
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Specifically, the ALI notes Dr. Deppe’s testimony for this element (claim 14

representative):

QI98. Next, please explain how you performed your analysis as to the . products
that include the -VCSEL’s.

A. In the _ __‘productsthat incorporate the ' VCSE}'.s,the epitaxial recipe,

ishows that the VCSELs have a current-spreacling layer that includes

The

current-spreading layer includes l

i Again, the inclusion of such graded
layers in the DBR quarter-wave mnrors is described in the patent in column 4,
lines 20-35 in the desciiption of the minors. The use of the graded interfaces
was well known in the art at the time of the 595 as important in reducing
electrical resistance at interfaces between differing material compositions. The
graded interfaces then must be included as pait of the optical thickness of a
layer. Thus the current-spreading layer is directly physically comiected to the
side of the top mirror stiucture located opposite to the optical cavity_ The
physical thickness of the current-spreading layer is Using
the refiactive indices actually given in the ‘_ __ epi recipe, I calculated the
optical thickness of the current-spreading layer at These
refractive indices are nearly equivalent to values given in the reference I used,
“Refractive-Index of Ga1_,;Al,¢As,”Solid State Comnmnications, CX-1714.
Therefore, the optical thickness as targeted by the epitaxial recipe design is
approximatelyone-quarter wavelength times an integer of Although part of
the cnnent-spreading layer ineludesf lis
optically absorbing, the cn11'en_t-snpreadinglayer is made substantially optically
transparent by including in the current-spreading
layer. The current-spreadnig layer is also electrically co1_1d_uctiveclue to its
composition. Furthermore the i p

' }as called out in the 595 patent. My opinion is
fuither supported by additional testing and analysis, as can be seen in Exhibit
E, which show this current spreading layer.

(ox-20860 at Q/A 198.)
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Forsimilarreasonsto thosediscussedabovewithregardtothe—

_ VCSELs,theAL]findsthatAvagohaspresentedsufficientevidenceto show

that the : VCSELssatisfythe “current-spreading”limitationsof the assertedclaims. (CX

2086C at Q/A 198, 230-234.)

c) “top electrode formed on a side of said current-spreading layer”—
Claims 14 and 19

Dr. Deppe testified that, in his opinion, the - VCSELS satisfy the “top electrode”

limitation of the asserted claims. (See CX-2086C at Q/A 215-16.) Respondents’ arguments

regardingthis limitationare similarto thosepresentedin the contextof the _ VCSEL.

(See RIB at 53-56.) This argument is substantially similar to the argument considered with

regardto the - products. As with thoseproducts,the ALJhas foundthat the current

spreading layer limitation is met. Thus, the ALJ finds that this limitation is met as well. (See

CX-2086C at Q/A 215-16.)

d) “optical cavity”—Claims 14 and 19

Dr. Deppe testified that, in his opinion, the evidence shows that the — VCSELs

satisfy the “optical cavity” limitation of the asserted claims. (See, e.g., CX-2086C at Q/A 152-53

_ With respectto this limitation,Respondentsmake similarargumentsto those

presentedin the contextof the — VCSEL. (SeeRIB at 58.) Basedon the samereasons

set forthabovewithrespectto the - products,the ALJfinds that Avagohas presented

sufficientevidenceto showthat the — VCSELssatisfythis limitationof the assertedclaims.

e) Summary

The ALJ has found that each of the claim limitations of claims 14 and 19 are met for the

- products. (cx-2086c at Q/A 120-25,140-41,152-53,159-60,176-81,190-94,198-200,
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209-13, 215-16, 217-19;

I (claim14-);(CX-20860at Q/A221-41;

— (claim19). Accordingly,theALJfindsthatAvagohasproved

infringement of claims 14 and 19 for these products.

C. The ’456 Patent

Avago accuses the Mellanox and FCI products of infringing based on their inclusion of

an accused IPtronics driver. (RIB at 91.) Claims 1, 2, 4, 6-8, 11-13, 15, and 21-23 are asserted.

The breakdown by products and claims is as follows:
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(CX-2085C at Q/A 44-48, 54 56, 58.)
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1. Direct Infringement

Respondents argue that there are two limitations of the claims that the Respondents’

products do not practice: (1) “wherein the drive waveform includes a negative peak portion”; and

(2) “at least one parameter for affecting the negative peak portion.” (RIB at 91.)

a. “negative peak portion”

The parties have agreed that the claim phrase “negative peak portion,” which appears in

each of the asserted independent claims, should be construed as “the portion of the negative peak

transient part of the drive waveform that has values below the value the waveform has at the

instant in time immediately before the logical ‘O’ to the logical ‘1’ transition begins.” (See

supra, Section V.C.2.) Moreover, the parties have also agreed that the similar, but distinct, tenn

“negative peaking” should be construed as “a transient present in the VCSEL drive wavefonn

during less than a full bit width of the logical ‘0’ part of the current drive waveform.” (Id.)

Avago contends that the accused products generate a VCSEL drive wavefonn that

includes a negative peak portion, and that IPtronics refers to this feature as “positive

preemphasis.” (CIB at 82-88; CX-2085C at Q/A 77-78, 133-135.)

Mr. Miller further testified that he tested a small number of the accused products by measuring

the electrical output wavefonns of the VCSEL driver in operation, and in his view the waveform
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lncluded a negative peak portion. (CX-2085C at Q/A 89-103.) In addition to Mr. Miller’s

testlmony, Avago relies on five major categories of evidence in support of its case:

(a) IPtronics technical publications that Avago argues shows in figures and describes in

words thal

(b) testing results from an accused IPtronics VCSEL driver performed by IPtronics that

V -

Avago argues shows that

(c) testing by Dr. Lebby, which Avago argues shows that

(d) testing of accused lPtronies VCSEL drivers perfonned by Mr. Miller that Avago

in

contends proves that

(e) testimony by Mr. Miller contending that at today’s ultra-high speeds, that the

application of a negative peaking current is only effective to accomplish its intended

objective of speeding up the fall time of the optical waveform if the electrical waveform

falls below the logical zero level — anything less would simply be useless. (CIB at 80,

81-82 (quoting Tr. 592113-593, 681:6-17; CX-2085C at Q/A 33-35.)
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By contrast, Respondents’ technical expert for the ’456 Patent, Dr. Lebby, testified that,

in his opinion, the evidence shows that the accused IPtronics VCSEL drivers do not satisfy the

“negative peak portion” limitation of the asserted claims. (See, e.g., RX-0004C at Q/A 56-138.)

Specifically, Dr. Lebby agreed that the IPtronics laser drivers have a pre-emphasis parameter,

which adds current to the drive waveform and results in a faster fall time from a logic ‘l’ to logic

‘O.’ (See id at Q/A 70.) Such “negative peaking,” however, which was known in the art prior to

the ‘456 Patent, and in his view does not establish that a negative peak portion will result in the

drive waveform. (Id. at Q/A 70-71.) Dr. Lebby further testified that, in his opinion, the results

of Avago’s testing of certain of the accused products, JX-0114, CX-1733, CX-1734, are

insufficient to establish that the drive waveform output by the IPtronics VCSEL drivers includes

a negative peak portion. (RX-0004C at Q/A 218-42.) In this regard, Dr. Lebby testified that it is

not possible to accurately measure the electrical waveform coming out of a laser driver. (Id. at

Q/A 234.) In Dr. Lebby’s view, Avago’s testing procedure is inherently unreliable, and the

resulting waveforms are at least as likely to reflect “ringing” or other unintended effects on the

signal as opposed to establishing that a negative peak portion is present in the waveform. (Id. at

Q/A 222-37.) Dr. Lebby supports his conclusion with his own test results, which in his opinion

establish that the drive waveforms do not include a negative peak portion within the meaning of

the asserted claims. (Id. at Q/A 243-75.)

Staff agrees with Respondents that Avago has failed to establish that the accused

products have a “negative peak portion.” (SIB at 82-84.)

The ALJ finds that Avago has failed to show that the accused products meet the

“negative peak portion” limitation. The claimed “negative peak portion” means “the portion of

the transient present in the VCSEL drive waveform during less than a full bit width of the logical
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‘O’part of the current drive waveform that has values below the value the waveform has at the

instant in time immediately before the logical ‘O’ to the logical ‘1’ transition begins.” (RX

0004C at Q/A 52; RDX-219.) In addition to a negative peak portion, the drive waveform must

also exhibit the larger “negative peaking” at a location and duration specified by “negative

peaking duration.” (Tr. 625:6-630:16; RX-0003C at Q/A 177-182; RDX-217-RDX-221). The

ALJ finds that each of the five categories of evidence that Avago relies upon for showing that

Respondents practice this limitation is unreliable for proving that Respondents’ products meet

this limitation.

First, the ALJ considers the results of tests created by Avago’s expert Mr. Miller and

finds them unreliable and entitled to no weight. The results of his testing are contained within

CX-1733, CX-1734, and CX-1717. (CIB at 93.) Avago points out what they believe to be

claimed negative peaking portions in CDX-7 - CDX-9. However, the ALJ finds that these tests

are unreliable evidence of what actually is occurring in the Accused Products. The ALJ finds

that it is well-known that the laser impedance will change with bias level. (RX-0004C at Q/A

209; Tr. 555225-556:2.) The ALJ finds that the evidence shows that as soon as one places a

probe on the connection the waveform changes. (RX-0004C at Q/A 210.) Mr. Miller used a low

impedance probe that was around 50 ohms. (CX-2085C Q/A 96.) The ALJ finds that the

evidence suggests that regardless of what the VCSEL impedance is, the application of the new

50 ohm load changed the waveform and added reflection points which show up as ringing. (RX

0004C at Q/A 227.) Thus, the resulting waveform from the probe will not be the same

waveform that would otherwise be outputted from the driver. (Id. at Q/A 234.) The ALJ finds

that the evidence that even though Mr. Miller used an AC probe the resulting waveforms are not

the true waveforms of the driver circuit. (Id. at Q/A 211.)
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Dr. Lebby testified at length as to the issues with Mr. Miller’s testing method and the

testing wavefonns that Mr. Miller obtained. (Id. at Q/A 219-237.) The AL] finds that this

testimony persuasive. In addition, the ALJ finds that Mr. Miller acknowledged that this testing

was not recognized in the industry, failed as many times as it succeeded, and Mr. Miller only

presented selected data from the tests that did “succeed”:

15 JUDGE ESSEX: My understanding is this
16 is a test that you devised, so we can't test
17 whether this is an accurate test from the field
18 in general or from others’ work. You know, I
19 have got three tests, and my understanding is 1
20 only have a small portion of the entire run
21 that you made on those tests. Is that correct?
22 THEWITNESS: That's correct.
23 JUDGE ESSEX: Okay.

(Tr. 706115-23.) Thus, the ALJ finds that this evidence is not reliable and entitled to little if any

weight.

Second, Avago relies on the testing of Dr. Lebby. Avago looks to two waveforms that Dr.

Lebby observed in his testing of the IPVD12G011 driver. (CIB at 91.)

(CIB at 91-92.) The Figures are shown below:
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